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Abstract  
A se t  of sufficient  conditions  for a weak  minimum 
is derived  for a fo rm of the  nonsingular  Bolza 
problem of variational  calculus,  with  interior 
point  constraints  and  discontinuities  in  the  system 
equations. Generalized versions of the conjugate 
point/focal point, normality, convexity and non- 
tangency  conditions  associated  with  the  ordinary 
Bolza problem are obtained. The resulting set of 
sufficient conditions is minimal, in that only minor 
modifications  are  required  in  order  to  obtain  nec- 
essary  conditions  for  normal,  nonsingular  prob- 
l ems  of this form. These conditions are relatively 
easy to implement. Analogous second-order opti- 
mality  conditions  for  problems  with  natural  corners 
or control constraints are also obtained. Pre- 
viously  stated  sufficiency  conditions  for  problems 
with  control  constraints  are  shown  to  be  unneces- 
sar i ly  res t r ic t ive,  in  some cases .  
Introduction 
Many  optimization  problems  for  deterministic, 
nonl inear ,   t ime-varying  systems  are   expressible  
a s  a form of the  variational  problem known as the 
problem of Bolza [ 13. The form of the Bolza 
problem  considered  in  this  paper  may  be  expressed 
in  modern  control  notation as  follows:  Among  the 
se t  of all continuous  n-dimensional  state  variable 
functions  x(t)  and  piecewise  continuous  m-dimen- 
sional  control  variable  functions  u(t)  satisfying 
differential  equations of the  form 
&t )  = f  (i) (x ,u , t ) ,  t i - l  t 5 ti-. i = 1 ..., N, (1) t 
and  endpoint  and  interior  point  constraints of the 
form 
to,  x(to)  given, ( 2 )  
find  the  set  that will minimize  the  scalar  perfor- 
mance  index 
:(tz), t,] t C r L“’(x,u,t)dt , (4) 
where t < t l  <. . .<%. The t., i= l ,  . . . , N ,  a r e  
assume8  to  be  unspeclfie  u(t!)  iTiyontinuous 
except at these points. Y7i) and y a re  vec to r s  
$,dirnrpsiol.ri s n, [.=I, . . . , N. The functions 
, l), Y I), and g are  assumed  to  be  twice 
continuously  differentiable  with  respect  to  their 
arguments. A dot above a variable denotes dif- 
ferentiation  with  respect  to  time. 
The  ordinary  Bolza  problem, as considered  by 
Bliss El], has a continuous integrand and con- 
tinuous  system  equations  and  has  no i t e r io r  
point constraints and no functions g(”(x.,t.),  i=l, . . . , N - I ,  appearing  in  the  performance’inhex. 
Denbow [2] w a s  the  f irst   to  consider  this  type of 
generalized Bolza problem extensively. He de- 
scribed a transformation by which  this  problem 
can  be  expressed as  an  ordinary  Bolza  problem, 
This transformation involves scaling the N t ime 
intervals t .- t .  to a common length, and in- 
creasing  tde  &nension of the  state  from n to Nn. 
Firs t -order   necessary  condi t ions  for  a local 
minimum  in J were  deduced by  Denbow using 
such an approach. Equivalent conditions have 
been obtained far more simply in [3,4]. Tra- 
jectories  which  satisfy  these  conditions  are  only 
candidates for optimality, however. Use of the 
second  variation is generally  needed  to  deter- 
mine  whether   such  t ra jector ies   are ,   in   fact ,  
locally  minimizing. 
Bliss [l] has   s ta ted  sets  of necessary  and suf- 
ficient  conditions  for  positive  definiteness of the 
second  variation  in  the  ordinary  Bolza  problem, 
but  these  conditions  are  difficult  to  apply  to 
realistic optimization problems. More easily 
implemented  second-order  optimality  conditions 
a re  s ta ted  in  [4,5]. Several  errors in [4,5] have 
been  noted,  and  the  results  extended  to  more 
general  problems,  in  [6,71. Speyer [8] has ex- 
tended  the  numerical  technique of McReynolds [51 
for  solving  two-point  boundary  value  problems  to 
problems  with  interior  point  constraints,  and 
has  derived  expressions  for  neighboring  optimal 
feedback  gains,  but  he  did  not  consider  second- 
order optimality conditions extensively. In this 
paper,  the  results of C6.71 a r e  extended to the 
generalized  Bolza  problem  stated  above. 
With suitable modifications, these results can be 
applied  to  problems  with  natural  corners  or  with 
control constraints. The resulting sufficiency 
conditions  for  problems  with  control  constraints 
are   less   res t r ic t ive  than  those  in  [9], in  some 
cases.  
Stat ionary  Trajector ies  
The  state  equations (1) and  interior  and  terminal 
constraints ( 3 )  may  be  adjoined  to  the  perfor- 
mance  index (4 )  with $7 use  of the  Lagrange 
multipliers h(t)  and v , as follows: 
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where G(' 1) A- = g(i) t v ( i ) T y ( i )  s ,(i) 4 .(i) t XTf( i )  
(637) 
Firs t -order   necessary  condi t ions  for  a local  min- 
imum of J a r e  known to be [3,4I Eqs. (1-3) and 
- .(itl)  (ti  t ) t(G:' t X T (ti t ) I f  ( i )  ( t i-)  ( 1  1) 
1 
T t ( i t l )  t -X (ti ) f ( t .  ) = 0 ,  i = 1, . . . , N-1 
The  quantities Hxl), (. Hu (i) , etc. , denote  partial 
derivatives. If and u re  taken  to  be  column 
vectors,  then H i )  rc and H t )   a r e  row  vectors. 
Quantities  discontinuous  at  t .   have  left  hand  and 
right  hand  limits  denoted  bylx(t.-)  and  x(tit),  etc. 
The  subscript i denotes eva1uat:on of a quantity 
a t   t .  . 
Neighboring  Stationary  Trajectories 
By linearizing Eqs. (1-3) and (8-13), the following 
equations  governing  perturbations  about a station- 
a ry   t ra jec tory   may be  obtained: 
(18) 
bh( t . ) ,   i = 1, . .  . , N-1 
where (19)  
dY(i)/dt. = Y(i)  t Y( i )  f ( i )  ( t i ) ,   i = l ,  . . . , N  (20) 
1 t. X. 
The  above  derivatives of z ( ~ )  have  been  written 
Out expl ic i t ly ,   s ince   they   a re   somet iyes   ey lua ted  
incorrectly.  Quantities  uch as H = a ( H   ) / a u  
a r e   m a t r i c e s  of second  par t ia l   dereat ivesx 
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A Backward  Sweep  Solution of the  Linearized 
Variational  Equations 
If H(i)(t) is nonsingular, Eq. (16) may be solved 
for  r t( t) ,and  6u(t)   may  be  eliminated  from  Eqs.  
( 14) and  (1 5 ) .  yielding 
Eqs. (18) and (19) suggest that the linearized 
variational  equations  have  backward  sweep  solu- 
tions of the following forms: 
for  t+ s t 5 t i  , i = 1, . . . , N. The  dif- 
ferentials  dp(i)  and  dq(i)  are  defined  as  follows: 
i- 1 
The  sweep  formulations  introduced  above  are 
generalizations of those  in [6]  for   problems 
without interior constraints. Speyer has used a 
sweep  formulation  which  resembles  these  for sol- 
ving multi-point boundary value problems and 
calculating  neighboring  optimal  feedback  gains. 
There   a re   s ign   e r rors   in   h i s   counterpar t   to  Eq. 
( 3 4 ) .  
Consistency of Eqs. (181 (19), and ( 3 2 - 3 4 )  yields 
the  following  terminal  conditions  and  jump  con- 
ditions  for  the  sweep  quantities: 
for  i = 1, . . . , N-1, where 
A f .  1 =  A f ( i )  (t;) - f ( i t l )  (tif) (46) 
F r o m  Eqs. ( 3 2 - 3 4 ) ,  the   s tarred  and  unstarred 
matr ices   are   re la ted  according  to   the following 
expressions: 
I- - 
(i) b(i)T .(i) b(i)T 
15.11-11  -12 -21 I 
Eqs. (52), (53), and (55) hold for i = N also. The 
remainder  are  inapplicable.  
If Eqs. (27), (28), (32), and (33) are to be consis- 
tent, the following differential equations must be 
satisfied: 
S (i) = -A(i)T ,(i) -,(i) A(i)t ,(i) .(i) s(i)-c(i) 
(58) 
$) = (,(i) B(i) - A(i)T)  ~ ( i )  (59) 
p(i) = (,(i) .(i) -A(i)T)p(i)   (60) 
; ( i )  = p(i)T .(i) .(i) (63) 
s, (i) R (i), and  QJi)  satisfy  differential  equations 
(58; ,  (89 ) ,  and (6T) also. 
Of the  three  sets of backward  sweep  matrices 
defined  above,  the  starred  set is the  most  useful. 
It  plays  an  important  role  in  the  second-order 
optimality  conditions  described  below  and  may  be 
used  to  express  the  neighboring o timum  control 
law ( 2 6 )  in   t e rms  of 6x(t) and dq!). 
The  Second  Variation 
The  second  variation of performance  index (4) 
along a stationary  trajectory  may  be  obtained  by 
carefully  applying  the  results  stated  in [71, for  
problems  with  both  endpoints  variable, but no 
interior  point  constraints,  to  each  interval 
[t. 1, t.1, and then summing over i f rom 1 to N. 
~ h ' e  res'ulting  expression  is 
627 N C f [ 6xi-  dti lr: ('xi ( i ) )T  ![::-I 
i = l  X. ( i )  dz(')/dti 
Speyer  [8]  has  obtained  an  expressim  for  the 
second  variation  which  appears  to be equivalent 
to this. The variations in Eq. (64) must, of 
course,  satisfy  the  linearized  versions of Eqs. (1) 
and (3). 
In [ 61 and [ 71, sufficient conditions for a weak 
minimum for two forms of the Bolza problem 
were derived by adding a complicated expres- 
sion to  the  second  variation,  integrating by 
parts,  and then rearranging terms. The result ing 
expression  was  quadratic  in a se t  of independent 
quantities  which  fully  characterized  the  set of 
admissible path variations.  A minimally rest r ic-  
t ive  set  of sufficient  conditions  for a weak  mini- 
mum was derivable from this expression. An 
analogous  expression  for  the  Bolza  problem  with 
interior point constraints is obtained below, by a 
different  approach . 
For derivational purposes, additional interior 
and  terminal  constraints of dimension  n-r i' 
w(i) (Xi, ti) - w(i)  = 0, i = l ,  . . . ,  N (65) 
are introduced. This sequence of new constraints 
is   chosen in such a manner  that  the  matrices 
have rank n. Y( i )  is assumed to have maximum 
rank ( r . ) ,  s o  th tlthe original constraints are 
indepe2dent. J1) and t. may be thought of a s  
independent  parameters'which  locate  the  interior 
and  terminal points(iqn their   respec i e manifolds. 
Small  changes  in w and  t.,  with  eld  fixed, 
represent  admissible  chandes  in  the  interior  and 
terminal points. (iThe Lagrange mu1 i l ie rs   cor -  
responding  to W are  denoted by ptl? A station- 
a r y   t r a j e c t  r f o r  the original problem is c 
terized by ,"c1'=0, i= l ,  . . . , N. Changes  in p ( 9 y a c -  may
be  used  to  represent  violations of corner  condi- 
tions ( 1  0)  anqifransverisjality condition (1 2).  The 
quantities  dp3  and dq are defined as follows: 
X. 
The  control  perturbation on the  ith  interval  may 
be  written as the s u y  of its  optimal  value (26),  
and the departure, 6uD, from this optimal value: 
6U(t) = - H ( i ) - l   ( H Z  6~ t f i i l T  6 A )  t 6GD(t) (67) 
uu 
The  integrand  in Eq. (64) then  becomes 
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61(t)   aef   dp(i )   are  now chosen  in  terms of 6x(t) 
and dq aeyording & Eq. ( 3 4 ) ,  generalized to 
include dp3 and dq3 . It then follows that 
t 6uD Huu 6GD A T (i) 
Eq. (64)  may now be  manipulated  into  the  form 
6 %  = i [ax  T  dql  (1)Tl ['Yl) R ( l  )  Q, "t::] [ dq 1 
t  =t 
where 
h 6u - 6u0@ 6UD = ( 7 4 )  
5 is  a  column  vector  involving  various  backward 
sweep quantities. Eq. ( 7 3 )  is  valid only if con- 
dition  (a)  below is satisfied. 
If the  initial  point  and  intermediate  and  termin 
manifolds  are  regarded  as  f ixed,  6x(to)  and  dql @ 1 
may be set  equal to zero in Eq. ( 7 3 ) .  The second 
variation  has now  been expressed  in   terms of 
quantities  which  can  be  varied  independently, 
without  violating  the  linearized  state  equations 
and the endpoint and interior constraints. These 
quantities  are  6uD(t)  (the  departure of the  trol  
pe  turbation  fromijts  optimtj  value  with d2'and 
dq!) = 0), and dq ( and dqg (violations of the 
transversali ty an% corner conditions). Thus, 
sufficient  conditions  for  positive  defini 
the sebpnd variation ( 3) a re  ( a )  Tha t  Sf , ;~ , I 'eYe","ci9f and Q, be finite for ti- 
sibly at  t,, i = l , t .  . . , &: t ' t.' e f iyp t  POS - (b) Thit  H (t)  be posi-  
tive-definl  for  t 5 t - ,  i = l,?. . , N,  and 
(c)  That  be nkgAtive sehde f in i t e ,  i = 1, .  . . .N .  
It  follows  from Eqs. ( 5 9 )  and  (61)  that R;)(t) ( and 
di)( t )   can  fa i l   to   exis t   only if S t ) ( t )   d o e s  not 
exist [61, Condition (c) can also be simplified.  
possible  to  show  that  the  scalar  quantity 
(t-)  is given by - 2  i 
where 
Afi]t=t+, i C N 
i (78) 
ThM, the matrix D(i)  is identica 1 zero  i f  
dY /dt. # 0. If dYti)/dti = 0, ,{''has one  nega- 
tive (pos'itive) eigenvalue if a. is positive  (nega- 
tive), the remaining eigenvalhes being zero. 
Thus  condition  (c) is satisfied if  
dY(i)/dti # 0, or if ai > 0 when dY(i)/dti= 0, i = l ,  
. . . ,  N. 
Sufficient  Conditions  for a Weak  Minimum 
Performance  index (4 )  is  said  to  be  weakly  min- 
imized if i t  is a t  a minimum  with  respect  to 
small   admissible  perturbations  6x(t) ,   6u(t) ,   and 
dti. Sufficient conditions for a weak minimum 
are  that   the   f i rs t   var ia t ion  vanish  and  that   the  
second variation be positive-definite. Thus, a 
se t  of conditions  sufficient  to  guarantee  that  per- 
formance  index (4) has  been  weakly  minimized, 
subject  to  state  equations  (1)  and  endpoint  and 
interior  point  constraints (2), (3)   may now be 
stated. Assuming that x(t) is continuous and un- 
bounded, that u(t) is unbounded and continuous 
except  at (~J-',cw~;T$, iIi3 t ~ - l  * and  assum- 
ing  that f , , are  twice  con- 
tinuously  differentiable  with  respect  to  their 
arguments,  this set  of conditions is 
(1)  That  the  f irst-order  necessary  conditions 
( 1 - 3 )  a94  (8-13)  be  satisfied, 
( 2 )  That  Hui(t)  be  positive-definite  for  tst;. t . .  .. 
1 I ,  . , N ,  
That  Sf'(t)  be 
sibly  at  ti;  i = 
That  for * - 1, 
(4a) d$'/dt 
(4b) ai > 0 i% 
finite  for t t  
1, . . . ,  N, and . . . , N,  either 
# 0 or  e l se  
dYti)/dti = 0. 
t tr  , except  pos- 
Condition ( 3 )  is a  generalized  version of the  con- 
jugate  point  and  focal  point  conditions  discus 
in the classical  l i terature and in [6], [7]. S:,:q1) 
is  divergent  (t '  < t . )  if and only i f  the linearized 
variational  equatiohs  have  a  solution of the  form 
bx( t ' )  = 0, with  6x(t) ?! 0 on Et1, tN]. Such a point, 
in problems without interior constraints, is 
known in   the  c lass ical   l i terature   as  a conjugate 
point  (relative  to  the  terminal  point) i f  the   ter-  
minal  point  is  fixed,  and a focal  point  (relative 
to  the  terminal  manifold), if  the  terminal  point 
is variable. Arguments against the existence of 
such  points on a minimizing  trajectory,  except 
possibly  at  an  endpoint,  are  valid  in  the  Bolza 
problem  with  interior  point  constraints  and  dis- 
continuities  in  the  integrand  and  system  equations, 
as well  as in the standard Bolza problem. Thus,  
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if  the   matr ices  S, ( t )   are   def inable ,  i = 1, . . . , N, 
a necessary  condition fo r  a weak  minimum is con- 
d't'on (3) above, without the requirement that 
S, t 3  (to) exist .  
Condition  (4a) is a generalization of the non- 
tangency condition [1],[6]. Condition (4b) is a 
convexity  condition  associated  with a variable  in- 
termediate  time, in  cases  in  which  (4a)  is   not 
satisfied. If ">O" in (4b) is replaced by IrZO'', 
this  condition  is a necessary  condition  for a weak 
minimum. If condition (4a) is satisfied, this 
weakened  version of (4b) is not  necessary.  
S!,!)(t:) does  not  exist if Q(i)(t:)  is  sing$fr,  which 
i sneeessa r i ly  the  case  if ri  b 1. +If Q ( t )  67 
singular  throughout  the  interval [t. trl, S, ( t )  
is not defin,aple on that interval. Xiiklof defin- 
abil i ty of S;$ ( t ) ,  fo r  some i, implies that the + 
segment of the  stationary  trajectory  between  ti-l 
and t: is   abnormal;   that   is ,   i t  is not  imbedded 
in a lamily of extremals  which satisfy  the  re- 
quired  constraints  at   i ,  . . . , Condition (3) 
thus  includes  an  implicit   norrrhity  assumption. 
The  weakened  version of condition ( 3 )  discussed 
above  is   necessary only for  normal,   nonsingular 
trajectories.  Because of the close correspon- 
dence  between  the  necessary  conditions  and  suf- 
ficient conditions stated above, it is apparent  that 
the  set of sufficient conditions is a minimal  set  
for normal, nonsingular problems. Detailed in- 
vestigation of abnormal problems ould rebyife  
a more general  definit ion of J, H'l'f: and G in 
(i) 
Eqs. (5-7). 
Condi i n (3)  could bq, replaced _by the  condition 
that S ( t )   ex is t   for  t s ti, i = 1, . . . , N ,  
plus a normality requirement. The resulting set 
of sufficient  conditions is not  fi,rninimal+set, 
however,  since  xistence of S ( t )   f o r   t .   t s  
iTifot  necessary  for a weak  minimum. 'l?ri< 1,' 
S ( I )  etc. need not be i tegrated at  all ,  i f  
dY fdt.  # 0, since S::: (ti) can then be evaluated 
directly? 
Only  weak  variations  have  been  considered  above. 
Strong  variations  require  that  6x(t)  be  small, 
without requiring that 6u(t) be small. A neces-  
sary  condition  for a (sfrong  relative  minimum is 
that u(t) minimize H [x(t) ,  u(t) ,  x(t) ,  t]  globally,  
rather than just locally, on to,t 1 (Weiers t rass  
condition). Sets of suff ic ient  cosi t ions for  a 
strong  minimum  include  the  sufficient  conditions 
stated  above  and a strengthened  version of the 
Weierstrass condition. 
In summary,  implementation of the  sets of neces-  
sary  and  sufficient  conditions  discussed  above  in- 
volves the following steps (1) Determine a t ra jec-  
tory  which  satisfies  the  f irst-order  necessary 
conditions. ( 2 )  Verify that condition ( 2 )  i s  sa t i s -  
fied and check condition (4a), i = 1, . . . , N. 
(3)  Repeat  the  following  process  for i = N,  . . . , 1: 
(a )  If condition  (4a)  is  not  satisfied,  verify t*t 
condition  (4b)  is  atisfied.  (b)  Evaluate S (t;), 
R(i)(t:), Q(i)(t:) using Eqs. (37-39) or (40). (41), 
and (43). (c) d ri = 0, or i f  r. = 1 and condition 
(4a) is satisfied,  let  t . '  = t: ai proceff to step 
(el. otherwise, (d) Intkgratk S"(t), R (t), and 
Q ( "(t) backward, using Eqs. (58), (59), a?$(61), 
f r o m  t: to some time ti' 2 t+-.l a t  which Q ( t )  
t ?  
( 17 
is sufficiently  nonT$gular  to be inverted  accurate- 
ly. (e) Evaluq$ S, (t . ' )  using Eqs.  (47) qnd (52). 
( f )  Integrate S:, ( t )   backward  f rom  t . '   to  t 
using Eq. (58). 
If the  optimality  conditions  described  above  are 
satisfied,  the  perturbation  feedback  control  law 
(75) is an optiy7l control law, and the coefficients 
of 6x(t)   and dq; are  optimal  feedback  gains. 
Changes  in  the  intermediate  and  terminal  times 
due  to  such  perturbations  may  be  calculated  using 
Eq. (34). Changes in state at the intermediate 
and terminal points may be termine d through an 
ogous  expression  for d e i n  t e r m s  of 6x(t)   and 
an' i f  the  Bckward sweep is modified to include 
dq4i' and dq; , as  w a s  done in the derivation 
above. The appropriate differential equations and 
boundary  conditions  are  readily  obtained. 
For the standard Bolza problem, Brusch and 
Vincent [ l l ]  have  described a second-order  opti- 
mality  condition  which  has  been  shown  to be neces-  
sar i ly   sat isf ied i f  the  conditions in [6] a r e   s a t i s -  
fied. A generalized form of their condition, for 
problems  with  interior point constraints, would 
imply  that small violations of the  corner  and  trans- 
versality conditions (or equivalently, intersecting 
the  terminal  and  interior  manifolds  at  different 
points)  cannot  possibly  improve  the  performance 
index. This condition is clearly satisfied i f  con- 
ditions (1)-(4) above are satisfied. 
It  has  been  assumed  above  that  the  initial  point  is 
fully specified. If this is not the case, the results 
of this  paper  may  be  combined  with  those  in [?'I to  
yield backward, forward, and forwardlbackward 
sweep  sets of optimality conditions. 
If t. is specified, transversality condition (11) or 
(13) is  removed from the first-order ne s s a r y  
c onditi ons. Tl-y)differe t'als dt. and dzM a r e   r e -  
moved  from d ~ d )  and d$'. If i'= N,  the boundary 
condition on S remains  the  same, but  hose on 
R(N)  and  become 
1 i-1' 
dp3 
(79) 
If i < the  boundary  conditions on S(i), P(i) 
and c(?,remain the same, but those on R( l ) ,  b(i), 
and  b(l)  become 
Conditions  (4a)  and  (4b)  are  inapplicable  for  each 
i a t  which  ti is specified. 
Problems  with  Natural   Corners 
If H has  a double minimum at time t the optimal 
control  may  be  discontinuous,  even  in  the  absence 
of path constraints. Such a point is called a nat- 
u ra l  corner .  A natural  corner may be represen- 
ted as   an   in te r ior  point  constraint of dimension 
implicitly  by  corner  conditioh ( h ) ,  with G" and 
zero at an unspecified time t..  t .  being det mined 
its derivatives equal to zero. Eqs. (40), (41), 
and (43) reduce to 
i' 
s ( t i )  = s:, (ti ) (i) ( i t l )  t (81 1 
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where z!,) = Hx(t;) - Hx(ti ) t 
1 
ai is given by Eq. (78). The functions L(i) andf 
a re   assumed  to  be  the  same  for  al l  i. 
Necessary  and  sufficient  conditions  for  a  weak 
minimum  are  those  given  above  for  problems  with 
interior  point  constraints,  with  jump  conditions 
(40), (41), and (43) replaced by Eqs. (81-83). 
Nontangency condition (4a) is inapplicable. Condi- 
tion (4b) should be checked instead. 
For  problems  with L 0, Moyer 1123 defines  a 
wavefront  in  state  space  as  the  locus of endpoints 
of all  extremals  which  originate  at a fixed  point 
and terminate at a fixed final time. X i s  o r th-  
ogonal to this wavefront. He distinguishes be- 
tween  natural  corners  which  are  reflective  and  re- 
fractive  in  nature,  according  to  whether  or  not  an 
extrema1  crosses  the  wavefront  at  a  corner,  and 
argues  that   extremals  passing  through  reflection 
points are nonoptimal.  I t  seems likely that reflec- 
tion  points  are  ruled  out by condition  (4b). 
Control  Constrained  Problems 
If the  s-dimensional  constraint 
(i) 
h(u ,   t )  h 0 (86) 
is added  to  the  problem  definition, a s  given  in  Eqs. 
(1-4),   f irst-order  conditions  for  a  local  minimum 
are Eqs. (2-4), (8-13), (86) and 
( =  0 ,  h . <  0 
q j \ 2  0 ,  hi = 0 j = 1 ,  . . . ,  s 
where  the  Hamiltonian  is now defined a s  
H(x,u,X,t,r() 4 L t A f t q  h T T  - (88) 
r( i s  a vector of undetermined multipliers. Interi- 
o r  point  constraints of the  form  given  by  Eq. (3), 
i = 1, . . . , N-1, a re  assumed to  be absent. In- 
stead  the  t imes  t . ,  i = 1, . . , , N-1, may be used 
to denote times a't which one or more control 
constraints  ecome  effective  or  ineffective.  De- 
noting by htA the vector of ef tive constraints 
between  and t;, and by n"the corresponding 
multiplier  vector, it can be shown that 6 x, & A ,  
and   6u   a re  (sji4 determined  aceprding  to Eqs. (26- 
28),  wifh I& replaced by E  in Eqs. (26)  and 
(29-31), where 
The  partitions  E(i)  and 
dimension  to HUU and  hU $) . Gf('(t) is given by 
(i) ( i )  correspond  in 
6di ) ( t )  = -F(i) (Hu 6x + f,' 6 ~ )  
With these modifications, the sweep results ob- 
tained  for  problems  with  interior  point  constraints 
carry  over  to  problems  with  control  variable  in- 
equality constraints. Since r. = 0, i = 1, . . . , 
N-1, jump conditions (40), (413, and (43) assume 
the form of Eqs. (81-83). Eqs. (64) and (13 for  
the  second  variation  are  still  valid  (with  Gxixi= 0, 
i = 1, . , . , N-1), except that only control vana- 
tions  which are  consistent  with 
h( i )6u  = 0, (91) 
a s   we l l  as Eq. (14) and the second row of Eq. (191, 
are considered. Control variations which violate 
Eq. (91) either violate control constraints (86) or 
e lse   produce  a   f i rs t -order   increase  in  J (except 
in  the  immediate  vicinity of a  switch  point).  Thus, 
the  family of neighboring  extremals  under  con- 
sideration is defined  here  in  a  more  narrow  Sense 
in  problems  with  control  constraints  than  in  prob- 
l ems  without them. A weak neighborhood of a 
stationary  trajectory  includes  only  trajectories 
having  the  same  sequence of effective  and  ineffec- 
tive constraints. Changes in state and switching 
t imes  are   small ,   and  changes  in   control   are  
small  except  possibly  near  switch  points. 
If the optimal control is discontinuous at t., i = 1, 
. . . , N-1, but  continuous  elsewhere,  and is 
cmfinuous and unbounded, and f ,  L, h, Yw, and 
g  are  twice  continuously  differentiable  with 
respect t o  their  arguments, a se t  of sufficient 
conditions  for  a  weak  minimum is 
(1)  That  the  f irst-order  mcessary  conditions  (2-4),  
(8-13), and (86) be satisfied and that Eq. (87) be 
satisfied,  with  the  equality  in  the  second  line 
holding on at switch points, 
( 2 )  That M (t)  exist  and that THU bu be posi-  
t ive  for   a l l   6u f 0 such that 4'6~ =%, t l - l g t s t i ,  
i = 1, . . .  
(3)  That S F k e  finite  for t;f t t;, i = 1, 
. , . , N, e&ept possibly a?-&, and 
(4) That ai be greater than z i = 1, . . . , N-1, 
and  either uN > 0 o r   e l s e  dYgiWjdtN = 0. 
A necessary  condition  for  a  strong  relative  mini- 
mum  is  that  the  control  minimize  H  globally,  con- 
sistent  with  the  control  constraint,  for  to s t h , h .  
A se t  of sufficient  conditions  for a strong  mini- 
mum  includes  a  strengthened  form of the  la t ter  
condition, plus the sufficient conditions given 
above  for  a  weak  minimum. 
Jacobson  and  Mayne [ 91 and  Dyer  and  McReynolds 
[lo] have  proposed  second-order  algorithms, 
based on a  backward  sweep,  for  the  determination 
of stationary  trajectories  in  problems  with  control 
constraints. Dyer and McReynolds observe that 
convexity  condition  (4),  in  weakened  form, is  nec- 
essary  for   local   opt imal i ty   and  c i te   an  analyt ic  
example  in  which a stationary  trajectory is non- 
optimal  because it fails  to  satisfy  this  condition. 
Jacobson  and  Mayne  state  conditions  sufficient  for 
reduction  in  the  performance  index  and  the  ter- 
m i n a l   e r r o r   f r o m  one iteration  to  the  next. 
These  conditions  are  closely  related  to  sufficient 
conditions  for  local  optimality. 
The  results of this  paper  are  applicable  to a var i -  
e ty  of problems  with  control  constraints,   as  long 
as   the  control  is discontinuous  at t., i = l ,  . . . , N-1. 
Jacobson  and  Mayne  consider  the  2estricted  class 
of such  problems  in  which  all  components of the 
control   are  bounded  above  and  below  by  constants 
U 
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and H is l inear  in  u. In this case, Riccati equation 
(58)  degenerates  into a linear  differential  equation. 
Hence, condition (3) can be ignored, since the 
syiyep variTWes  cannot  diverge  in  finite  time if Ai , 1 
B , and C are  well  behaved  and  condition  (4) is 
satisfied. Condition (2) can also be ignored. 
If there  a r e  no  constraints on the  terminal  state,  
and  tNis  given,  the  results of this paper reduce 
directly  to  the  corresponding  results of Jacobson 
and  Mayne, i f  the  control is bounded as described 
above. (There is a typographical error in their  
counterpart  to Eq. (85). ) The conditions stated 
above  are   s imilar ly   appl icable  if h i s  unspecified 
and a single  terminal  constraint   is  given. 
If e r e  a r e  enough terminal constraints that 
Q(A(tN) is singular,  however, t conditions 
stated  above  break down,  since Q')(t) must  be  con- 
stant, and hence identically singular. The trajec- 
tory  between t and  tN is thus  abnormal. If tN 
is given and there are r terminal constraints,  
the  trajectory is abnormal   a t   least  as fa r   back   as  
tN,r (back to tN t l  i f  tNis free).  The case with 
t specified is sti&ed in greater detail by 
8cobson   and  Mayne. 
If the control is continuous at t., modifications in 
the backward sweep are requir'ed. The jump rela- 
tions become simply 
N- 1 
(94) 
With these  modifications,  the  optimality  conditions 
stated  above  for  problems  with  discontinuous  con- 
trol   can be applied  to  problems  with  continuous 
control. 
Jacobson  and  Mayne  consider  problems of this  type 
also. The sufficient conditions given above are  
less  restrictive  than  those of Jacobson  and  Mayne. 
In place of condition ( 2 )  above,  they  require  that 
HUU be positive-definite. This is not necessary. 
In addition,  in  problems  with  terminal  constraints, 
they  require  that  the  linearized  system be com- 
pletely controllable. This is also unnecessary. 
All  that is required  is  that  the  linearized  system 
be controllable in the reduced sense [13], that is ,  
controllable  to  any  neighboring  terminal  manifold, 
rather  than  to  any  neighboring  terminal  point. 
Controllabilit in the reduced sense is equivalent 
t9  normality  f131,  which  is  already  taken  into  ac- 
cpynt through the condition on the  existence of 
S:l (t) .  Finally,  the requirement that  their  set  of 
backward  sweep  matrices  be  finite  between t and% 
is unnecessarily  restrictive  in  problems with'ter- 
minal constraints. Their second partirthferiva- 
tive of the  return  function  (ta  with v held 
constant)  is  not the same as  S, . Finiteness of 
the  latter  (except  at t ) guarantees  finiteness of 
the  former,   but  the  converse is not  necessarily 
true.  
Conclusions 
A minimal  set  of sufficient  conditions  for a weak 
minimum  has  been  derived  for  the  nonsingular 
Bolza  problem of variational  calculus,  with  in- 
terior  point  constraints  and  discontinuities  in  the 
system equations and integrand. This set of con- 
%r 
f 
ditions  includes  generalized  versions of the  con- 
jugate point/focal point, normality, convexity, 
and  non-tangency  conditions  associated  with  the 
standard Bolza problem. Slightly weakened ver- 
sions of these  conditions  are found to  be  neces- 
sa ry   for  a weak  minimum  for  normal  nonsingular 
problems. These conditions are much easier to 
apply than the classical conditions of Bliss [I1 
and Denbow [Z]. Feedback gains on deviations in 
the  state  variables  and  interior  and  terminal  con- 
straints,   for  use  in a neighboring optimum con- 
trol  law  and  for  predicting  changes  in  the  inter- 
mediate  and  terminal  states  and  t imes,   are  easily 
calculated  while  the  second-order  optimality  con- 
ditions a r e  being checked. 
Second-order  optimality  conditions  for  problems 
with natural corners are deduced. Convexity con- 
dition ( & )  appears   to  be related  to  Moyer's  condi- 
tion concerning reflection points [I 21. Analogous 
optimality  conditions  are  obtained  for  control 
constrained  problems.  These  conditions  reduce 
to  those  in [9] in   some  cases ,  but a r e   l e s s   r e -  
strictive  than  those  in [91 in  other  cases.  
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